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SU MMARY
The Gelfand representat ion of a commutative Banach algebra A is ext ended to
principal extensions of Riemann surfaces over A. A modificat ion of t he well -known
desc ription of the principal extension of the R iemann sphere over a (generally non
commutat ive) Banach al gebra is a lso given.
INTRODUCTION
In [4] de Bruijn showed t ha t the extensi on of locally analytic functions
to a general Banach algebra by means of Dunford's Operational Calculus
(see [9], Ch. 5 or [7], sec . 7.3) produces a set of function germs suitable
for an analytic function theory . De Bruijn [4] also introduced the class
of analytic manifolds belonging to such a function theory; these manifolds
are the so-called principal extensions of Riemann surfaces. A detailed
study of the extension of the Riemann sphere to matrix algebras is given
by De Bruijn in [5]. Analytic funct ions of matrices have provided a st rong
incentive for Ban ach algebra fun ction t heory (see e.g. the paper by De
Bruijn and Szekeres [6]) ; for t hat reason t he main inte rest has been in
Banach algebras which are not necessarily commutative. In a part of the
present paper we restrict ourselves to commutative Banach algebras and
we describe t he generalisation of the Gelfand representation theorem to
principal extensions of Ri emann surfac es (see sec . 3 below); instead of
principal extensions we could have t reated Banach manifolds - not
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originating from Riemann surfaces - (see [4] for the definition), or strong
Banach manifolds (see [3]) with the same tools. In sec. 2, where the
assumption of commutativity of the algebra is not made, we give a
description of the principal extension of the Riemann sphere, which is
slightly simpler then the ones given earlier ([4], [5]). Also B. W. Glickfeld
[8] has studied generalised spheres over a commutat ive Banach algebra
and their Gelfand representations but our principal extensions of Riemann
spheres differ from Glickfeld's spheres (generally our spheres are proper
subsets of the ones in [8]).
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Riemann surfaces
In this paper a Riemann surface is always given by an atlas, i.e. an
equivalence relation for pairs (Qt, IXt), where Qt is an open set in Q and
IXt E .01 (i E I), satisfying the following three conditions :
- If (Qt, IX) ,....., (.01, f3) then IX = f3 .
- If (.Qt, IXt) ,....., (.oj, IXj) then there exists a uniquely determined open set
Qtj with IXt E Qij C Qt and an analytic homeomorphism t:/Jlj of Qlj into
.oj su ch that (Qt, C) ,....., (.oj, t:/Jtj(C)) for all CE Qlj and such that for no
CE Qt\Qtj there exists a C' E .oj with (.01, C) ,....., (Qj , C').
- If (.01, IXt ) is not equivalent to (Q;, IXj) then there are open sets .0; and
.0; with IXI E Q; C .01, IXj E .0; C .oj and (Qt, Ct ) is not equivalent to (.oj, Cj)
for all Ct E Q;, Cj E .0;.
The Riemann surface is then the set L1 of the equivalence classes;
it is a Hausdorff space but not necessarily connected; if the mappings
CPI : Qi ~ L1 are given by cpi(lXt) := [(Qt, lXi)] ([ ] denotes the equivalence
class) then the pairs (CPI(Qt), cpil are the coordinate systems. We assume
that the atlas is maximal, i.e. if (E, 1p) is a coordinate system which is
compatible (see [11] , p . 32) with all the (cpt (!JI ) , cpT) then If'(E)=Qj and
1p = cpr for some j E I.
1.2. Banach Algebras
We only fix some notations ; for background we refer to e.g. [12]. We
always consider a Banach algebra, A, with identity clement, e, satisfying
Ilell = 1. The group of the regular elements is denoted G or GA ; the spectrum
of b is a(b) or aA(b). If A happens to bo commutative then vii denotes
its maximal ideal space and 0 or 0 A the algebra of the continuous functions
on vii with supremum norm. The Gelfand representation is a map, y ,
from A into OA; we denote the function y(b) on vii by b.
1.3. Principal extensions
If Q is a set in Q, cp an analytic function on some domain in Q, and
L1 a Riemann surface, then the principal extensions of these objects in
the Banach algebra A are denoted M(Q) or M(Q, A), M(cp) or M(cp, A)
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and M(LJ) or M(LJ, A) respectively (see [1], [3], and [4] for definitions
and properties). We recall t ha t llf(LJ ) and the st rongly analyt ic structure
on it are defined by the atlas (M(Dt) , ai) where (M(Dd,~) "-J (M(Dj ) , U-j)
iff U-j = M(<Pij)(~) , which is obtained from th e maximal at las of LJ by
principal extension.
2. THE PRINCIPAL EXTENSION OF THE RIEMANN SPHERE
2.0. In t his section t he Banach algebra A is not necessaril y commutative;
we shall give a descripti on , algebraic in nature, of a st rong Banach manifold
(see [3]) which is ana lytically equiva lent to the principal extens ion of the
Riemann sphere. A very common way to look at t he com plex Riemann
sphere is to consider it as an exte nsion of 0 , in fact with only one additional
point, 00. We shall take the same point of view for the Riemann sphere
over A, i.e. we shall identify A with the image of the "natural" (see 2.7)
embedding of A in its Riemann sphere. This will enable us to discern
proper points and improper points on the sphere .
2.1. DEFINITION. In 0 x A we define
(<X , a) "-J ({J, b) : -$> (<X - {J )a +e E G and b= ((<X - {J)a +e)- lao
It is easy to verify that "-J is an equivalence relation in O x A . We mention
some other properties of t his relation.
2.2. If (<X , a) ,...... (<X , b) then a =b.
2.3. If (<X,a)"""'({J,b) then abss ba.
2.4. If (<X , a) "'" ({J, b) then there is a complete neighb ourhood (!) of a
and a strongly schlicht functi on F such that (<X , z) "-J ({J , F(z») for all z E (!)
(see [3]). In fact, if <x ={J then a =b and (!) = A = M(O), F (z)=z; if <X# {J
t hen ({J - <x)-l¢a(a) and (!) =M(O\ {({J- <x)-l }), F =M(cp) where cp(l )=
= A((lX - {J )l + I) -I.
2.5. If limn_co an = a, limn-co b« = b, whereas (lX, an) "-J ({J, bn) (n E 11)
then (lX, a) ,...... ({J, b).
2.6. The analytic structure on the set of equivalence classes
We denote the equivalence class of (<X, a) by [(<X , a)]. We define:
D : = {[( <X , a)]l lX EO, a E A}, Sa: = {[( lX , a )] la E A }.
Note t hat Ua«C Sa= D. Let fa: Sa~ A be defined by fa[(lX , a)]) =a. We
remark tha t (for <X#{J) fa(Sa n Sp)= M (O\{({J -<X)- l} ) and fp 0 f ; =M(cp)
where e is as in 2.4. The collection {(Sa, fa) llX EO} is not a strongly analytic
structure on D in t he sense of [3], bu t we can enlarge it to such a structure
by adding all coordinate systems compat ible wit h every (Sa, fa). Thus,
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the coordinate systems (S.., f..) define the structure of a strong Banach
manifold on D. That this manifold is equivalent to the generalized Riemann
sphere [4] follows from the fact that the fractional linear maps
A -'>- A(YA+ 1)-1 (A EO)
from a set of coordinates for the complex Riemann sphere.
2.7. The improper points of D. The easiest way to handle the complex
Riemann sphere is to consider it as an extension of O. In just the same
way we consider D as an extension of A, oy identifying A with
So = to(A) = {p E DIHaEA[(O, a) E p]}.
The elements of D\So are called the improper points; So is the set of the
proper points.
2.8. LEMMA. The point p = [(ex, a)] is improper iff cca +e is singular in A.
PROOF. If pESO then (ex, a) I"-.J (0, b) for some b e A, hence exa+e is
regular (2.1). On the other hand, if exa+e is regular then
(ex, a) I"-.J (0, (exa+e)-la),
hence p is proper. o
2.9. Inverses in D. Just as in the complex case, we can extend the
mapping a -'>- a-I, originally defined for a E G, to an analytic homeo-
morphism D -'>- D . The lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 are a preparation for this
extension (2.12).
2.10. LEMMA. For every pED there is a pair (ex,a)Ep with ex#O.
PROOF. Let p=[(O,b)]. If b=O then (l,O)Ep; if b #O, we take
ex= - -!llbll-1 and then (ex, (-exb+e)-lb) Ep. 0
2.11. LEMMA. Let exfl=l=O, then (ex , a) I"-.J (fl, b) iff
(ex-I, - ex2a- exe) I"-.J (fl-I, - fl2b - fle) .
The proof is a straightforward computation.
2.12. DEFINITION. Let p =[(ex, a)] with ex#O, then
p-l :=[(ex-1, -ex2a-exe)].
From 2.10 and 2.11 it follows that the mapping, H , which maps ponto
p-l is well defined on D and injective. It is also surjective since, for ex =1= 0,
we have (ex, a) I"-.J ((ex-1)-1, - (ex-1 )2b - ex-Ie) with b = - ex2a- exe. This proves
at the same time that
(2.13) (p-l)-l =p (pED).
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2.14. THEOREM. H is an analytic homeomorphism of D onto D.
PROOF. Since H+-=H (2.13) it suffices to note that H is analytic. Let
p E SIX, lX *0, then H(p) E SIX-l and 1",-1 0 H 0 1;-= M(ylX) where YIX(,t) =
= -lX2J.-lX. 0
The next lemma gives the relation of H and inverses in A .
2.15. LEMMA . If bEG and p=[(O, b)] then p-l=[(0,b-1)].
PROOF. If (O,b) "-'( lX ,a) with lX*O (2.10) then b=(M+e)-la, so
b-1= -lX-1a-1( -lX2a-lXe) and this means (0, b- 1) "-' (lX-1, - lX2a -lXe). 0
2.16. LEMMA . If bE A\G and p = [(0, b)] then p-l is improper.
PROOF. If (O,b) "-'(lX,a) with lX *O then a=(- lXb+e)-lb is singular,
so -lXa is singular and [(lX-1 , -lX2a- lXe)] is improper by lemma 2.8. 0
2.17. THEOREM. If D contains only one improper point then A is
isometrically isomorphic to Cl.
PROOF. For every singular element a E A the point [(0, a)]-l is improper,
hence [(0, a)]-l = [(0,0)]-1; (0, a) '"'-' (0,0) and a= 0. So A is a complete
division algebra and an application of the Gelfand-Mazur theorem ([10],
p. 178) proves the theorem. 0
2.18. There is an interesting difference between the complex sphere
and D . Generally there are in D improper points which are not inverses
of singular elements of A; these are the points p = [(lX, a)] for which both
a and lXa+e are singular. Unless the spectrum of every element of A
consists of only one complex number, such points always exist. It is
obvious that H maps the set of these points onto itself.
2.19 Spectra in D. The spectrum of a point of D is a nonempty compact
subset of the Riemann sphere a([(lX, a)]) = {[( lX, ,t)]I,t E a(a)}, where [(lX, ,t)]
is the point of the complex sphere which has (lX, J.) as a representant,
i.e. [(lX, J.)] = (lX,t + 1)-1,t if lX,t*-I and [(lX, .?)] = 00 if lX,t = -1. Since the
spectral mapping theorem holds for the polynomials -lX2a-lXe, it does
so for H . The following theorem is now a direct consequence of 2.8 and 2.18.
2.20. THEOREM. A point p E D is improper iff 00 E a(p). The points p
and p-l are both improper iff {O, oo} C a(p} .
3. THE GELFAND REPRESENTATION OF THE PRINCIPAL EXTENSION OF A
RIEMANN SURFACE
From now on we assume that A is commutative. The first lemma
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dealing with the Gelfand representation of strongly analytic functions
is well known (see [10], p. 202-203).
3.1. LEMMA. Let lfJ be analytic in a neighbourhood of the spectrum of
aEA; fA:=M(lfJ, A); fe:=M(lfJ, C) then fA(a),,=fe(a)=lfJoa.
3.2. The Gelfand representation of M(L1, A)
Let L1 be a Riemann surface with atlas as in 1.1. The Gelfand repre-
sentation of M(L1, A) is the mapping, y.d, of M(L1, A) into M(L1, C) which
maps the point [(M(Qi, A), ad] onto [(M(Qi , C), ad] ; the representation
of the strongly analytic structure on M(L1, A) is analogous. To justify
this definition we first remark that aA(a)=ae(a) so aiEM(Qi,A) implies
ai E M(Qi, C); moreover, if (M(Qi, A), at} ,......., (M(Qj, A), aj) then jlf(f/Jij , A)
maps at onto aj; by lemma 3.1 this implies that M(f/Jij, C) maps ai onto
dj so (M(Qi, C), dt) ,......., (M(Qi, C), ~).
3.3. REMARK . This definition can be adapted to strong Banach manifolds
([3]). We only have to realize that, if (!) is a complete set (see [3]) occurring
in the atlas of the manifold, 8; is not necessarily complete; so we do not
use 8; but as in 3.2 we take the complete set &: = M(ae (8;), C) = M(aA((!)), C).
3.4. THEOREM. The Gelfand representation y.d is a continuous map of
strong Banach manifolds.
PROOF. If (M(Qi, A), a) E p E M(L1, A) then Y.d(p) = (ft.< 0 yo /A.d(p)
where fA,i and [o » are the coordinates of the manifolds M(L1, A) and
M(L1, G) belonging to the charts M(Qi, A) and M(Qi, C). From this the
continuity is obvious. D
3.5. REMARK. It also follows from the above argument and from 3.1
that the Gelfand representation YLJ: M(L1, A) ~ M(L1, C) is injective iff
A is semi-simple.
3.6. The points in M(L1, C) as L1-valued continuous functions on vIt
By construction every element of M(L1, C) is of the form [(M(Qi, C), h)]
where h is a continuous function on vIt with range in Qi. We consider
this as the mapping vIt ~ L1 which maps mE vIt onto [(Q i, h(m))] ELl .
Clearly this mapping is continuous. So YLJ represents the points of M(L1, A)
by L1-valued continuous functions on the maximal ideal space.
3.7. REMARK. Let Ll(vIt) be the space of all zl-valued continuous
functions on vIt then by (3.6) M(L1, C) is embedded in L1(vIt). Generally
M(Ll, C) is a proper subset of Ll(vIt) since M(Ll, C) only contains functions
whose range is included in a single coordinate domain.
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3.8. The spectrum. Th e spectrum of a point p E M(Ll , A ) is a non-empty
compact subset of zl ([4], p. 11). With the interpretation of YLl (P ) = :p
as a function on JI we have the following generalization of a well-known
property of y.
THEOREM. a(p) = p(JI).
PROOF. Let P = [(M(.Qt , A) , at)] then by definition
a(p) = {[(.Qt , iXt)]liXt E a(at)} =
= {[(.Qt, at(m))] lm E JI}=p(JI).
3.9. The Geljand-Naimark theorem
o
THEORJ<lM. If A is a commutative B*-algebra, then yLl is a homeo-
morphism of M(Ll, A) onto M(Ll, C).
PROOF. Since YLl is locally a composition of Y and a coordinate function
and the inverse of a coordinate, and since (by 3.1) yLl is independent of
the choice of coordinates the result follows from the Gelfand-Naimark
theorem for algebras (e.g. [7], IX.3.6) . 0
3.10 . EXAMPLE. The Riemann sphere. Let zl be the Riemann sphere;
we use the description of sec. 2 for D A = M(Ll , A) and Dc = M(Ll, C). The
Gelfand representation YLl in this situation is the mapping which maps
[(iX, a)] onto [(iX, a)]. We focus our atten tion on some of the algebraic
properties of YLl . For t he proper part of D A it is a restatement of standard
results that YLl is an algebra homomorphism into the proper part of Dc;
(it is an isomorphism if A is semi-simple, and a surject ive isomorphism
if A is a B*-algebra). From lemma 2.8 it follows that P=YLl(P) is improper
iff p is improper. From 2.12 it is clear that p-l = (p-l)", for all p E DA .
Finally, if p is an improper point and not the inverse of a singular element
of A (see 2.18) then the same holds for p.
3.11. REMARK. The description of the manifolds by means of atlasses
allows us to extend any representation, l5, of the Banach algebra A into
the Banach algebra B to a representation of M(Ll, A) into M(Ll , B)
provided the representation has the followin g two properties : aA(a)=
= aB(l5 (a )) for all a EA; l5(fA(a)) =!B(l5(a)) for every a EA and rp locally
analytic around O'A(a) ; !A: =M(rp, A), !B: =M(rp, B) .
As an example of this sit uat ion we t ake for A the Banach algebra of
the n x n matrices with coefficients in a commutative Banach algebra Ao,
for B t he Banach algebra of the continuous mappings of the maximal
ideal space of Ao into the n x n complex matrices and for l5 the Gelfand
representation introduced in [2] for this sit uat ion .
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